


DESPRIPTION OF THE FUNCTIONS

aSmart Lite has the following functions:

Intrusion alarm

This efficient alarm system can be easily managed by the user himself. In the event of an alarm situation

the system will call to the 3 telephone numbers previously set up by the user, an it will send an "intrusion

alarm" message  to the user, informing him of the situation. As the system also has a talk/listen-in feature,

the user will be able to know what is going on in his home and deter the intruder.

Fire alarm

aSmart Lite includes a thermovelocimetric sensor for fire- detection purposes . In the event of an alarm

situation the system will call to the 3 telephone numbers previously set up by the user, and it will send

a "fire alarm" voice message to the user, informing him of the situation.

Thermostat with timer programmer

aSmart is fitted with a thermostat timer programmer and remote access to it. Your aSmart system may

be controlled both locally and remotely, with a simple call to the system, you will be informed of the

heating status (on or off), the temperature in your home and the set temperature. You can turn the heating

system on or off, and increase or reduce the temperature in your house from any telephone... This system

will offer you significant energy savings.

Power failure warning

In the event of an alarm situation aSmart Lite will alert the user through a telephone call to report the

power failure. The user will be also informed of the reestablishment of power supply.

Local messages recorder

You can record messages, letting people know that you have gone shopping, to the cinema or that you

will be home late by simply pressing a button, and without having to write it on that piece of paper that

can never be found.

Telephone and answering machine

aSmart Lite works as a hands-free telephone. You can receive and make calls, write down an address

while you are talking,  receive messages....

Telephone control

All of the functions included in aSmart Lite

system can be managed remotely from any

telephone.

aSmart allows you to access your heating

system, alarm, messages etc., from outside

the home using any telephone (from the car,

from work, you can activate the alarm when

you are on holiday if you forgot to do so when

you left, you can turn the heating off if you

are late home or listen to messages left).
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